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Packing costs for the 60-pound field box showed the same
trend by volume groups as did the lug box, but for the 60-pound
nailed box cost reductions were less with increasing volume.
Fewer houses packed the wirebound box, and there were no
firms using it in the 100,000 to 200,000 volume group.

EVALUATION OF SHIPPING CONTAINERS

The lug box, with a capacity of about 30 pounds of paper-
wrapped, place-packed tomatoes and used in Florida as the
standard shipping container, did not generally prove superior
in these tests. If packed with only a slight bulge and handled
properly it was reasonably satisfactory, but the rough surfaces,
protruding staples and flimsy lid kept it from being a first-class
shipping container. A corrugated liner, curved to protect the
fruit exposed by the bulge, would undoubtedly reduce punctures
and box-rubbing injury, but it would not protect against pres-
sure-bruising in high-bulged packages.

Place-packing tomatoes in lug boxes was more costly than
packing in large containers because of higher material costs
per pound of tomatoes packed and the larger amount of labor
required for wrapping and place-packing each tomato.

If a lug-type container is desired, the face-and-fill lug box
would be more economical to pack than the standard lug box,
and it offers approximately the same protection.

The field box, which had more rigid construction than other
boxes tested, provided good protection against pressure-bruising
if it was properly filled and loaded. One principal hazard in
using field boxes was the possibility of fruits near the top
being crushed if the boxes were not lined up properly in the
load or shifted during transit. Another was the comparatively
high rubbing injury, especially in old boxes that become rough.
Use of well-dressed lumber, prevention of weathering and rough-
ening of inner surfaces, prevention of dirt accumulation, and
use of liners, however, should reduce rubbing injury. The field
box was considered a practical container by many receivers. If
it could be economically returned to the shipping point, it could
be re-used many times for transporting tomatoes. Packing and
dumping costs were low for field boxes because of the absence
of lids and the ease of filling and emptying. Although satisfac-
tory for truck shipment, field boxes should not be shipped by
rail because of the high box-rubbing.


